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WHY GREEN BARISTA?

ABOUT US

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY & OUR COMMITMENT TO CHANGE

Our Mission is Simple...
Everything we do is underlined by our commitment to doing good.
Good coffee, good price, good for the environment, good for your
health and socially good.

We promise to deliver affordable coffee products that are produced responsibly,
sustainably and ethically.
We deliver:

GB

ETHICAL & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Specialty Coffee
Ethically Sourced coffee
Earth Friendly waste solutions
100% Australian Roasted and Manufactured product
Recyclable and Compostable packaging solutions
Clean Energy commitment
100% Sustainable

Our coffee is Australian Certified Organic, Fairtrade and Sustainably sourced.
Fairtrade contributes to sustainable development for certified producers by enabling fairer
trading conditions, social change and environmental protection.
Coffee is Fairtrade certified, traded, audited and sourced from Fairtrade producers, total
100%. For more information visit www.fairtrade.com.au

WASTE REDUCTION
Coffee bags & Capsules collected through TerraCycle® Roast N Return program.
Reduce the output to landfill.
“TerraCycle® is a social enterprise on a mission to eliminate the idea of waste.”
Our partnership with the Terra Cycle program signifies our purpose of being an ‘Earth
Friendly’ brand. We have taken up a tough stance on the topical environmental issue of
plastic and non-recyclable materials that end up in our oceans, and largely, our ecosystems. A brighter future for generations to come is the purpose of this partnership as we also
recognise that this effort cannot be singular, but collective.
Customers have access to free returns program, for more information please visit our
website www.greenbarista.com.au

OUR PACKAGING
Compostable Capsules made from biomaterial and Coffee Bags that can be recycled.
Our capsules comply with the AS4736-2006 standard for the industrial composting of
materials through industrial composting or commercial organic recycling programs in
Australia. The whole capsule, including coffee and lidding will break down in an industrial
composting facility where available.
Packaging is sourced responsibly and 100% recyclable.
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COFFEE BEANS & GROUND
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BYRON

BRIGHTON

BUNDABERG

Smooth and elegant this espresso blend has notes
of toffee and lime. This medium roast has a clean
aroma and is perfectly suited to espresso style
coffee.

A medium-dark roast with notes of caramel, this
creamy blend is well balanced and delivers a
refreshing espresso, macchiato, piccolo or latte.

This Signature blend delivers flavours of dark
chocolate and cinnamon. A bold, full-bodied
flavour and aroma ensures this coffee is perfect for
drinking black or with milk.

FLAVOUR PROFILE

FLAVOUR PROFILE

Fairtrade Certified and Organic Certified beans
from South America.

Fairtrade and Organic Certified beans
from South and Central America.

Velvety, Toffee, Lime
ROAST

ORIGINS

Medium South & Central America
Coffee is Fairtrade certified, traded,
audited and sourced from Fairtrade
producers, total 100%.
For more visit www.fairtrade.com.au

FLAVOUR PROFILE

Creamy, Caramel, Spicy

3/5

ROAST

STRENGTH

Medium-Dark

ORIGINS

South America

Coffee is Fairtrade certified, traded,
audited and sourced from Fairtrade
producers, total 100%.
For more visit www.fairtrade.com.au

FLO ID 4418

FLO ID 4418

COMING
SOON!

Roast & Return Program available from July 1st 2020
How it works
1. Shop online with Green Barista
2. Consume your tasty, ‘Earth Friendly’ coffee
3. Place your packaging in original box

4. Stick your shipping label on the box
5. Drop off at post office
6. Enjoy the moral high!
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STRENGTH

Fairtrade Certified and Organic Certified beans
from South America and Asia.

Bold, Cinnamon, Dark Chocolate
ROAST

Dark

ORIGINS

South America, Asia

Coffee is Fairtrade certified, traded,
audited and sourced from Fairtrade
producers, total 100%.
For more visit www.fairtrade.com.au
FLO ID 4418
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STRENGTH

Compostable
Capsules

NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE COFFEE CAPSULES
®

SMOOTH

STRONG
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INTENSE

FLAVOUR PROFILE

FLAVOUR PROFILE

FLAVOUR PROFILE

This blend is inspired by the exquisite flavours of South
America. Smooth and sophisticated on the palate, this blend
embodies simplicity and sophistication and a smooth-edged
flavour which carries a cocoa and malt finish. Created to
perfection, this blend delivers an excellent crema and aroma
perfect for drinking black or with milk.

This blend is the perfect fusion of flavours from around the
world. With hints of dark chocolate, spice and toffee to
finish, this blend is refreshing, yet bold.

Fairtrade Certified and Organic Certified.

Fairtrade Certified and Organic Certified.

Inspired by the classic espresso experience, this blend
uses the highest quality Indian Robusta and Mexican
Arabica and is the most intense coffee in the range.
Powerful and Bold with a full-bodied flavour, this blend
has a delightful cream and caramel finish. With an
excellent crema and aroma,
it's perfect for drinking black or with milk.

Medium body with a cocoa and malt finish.

A true coffee aroma and excellent crema this coffee is
perfect for drinking as an espresso, black or with milk.

Solid roast with hints of dark chocolate.

MEDIUM ROAST

MEDIUM DARK ROAST

100% ARABICA

ARABICA & ROBUSTA

BEAN ORIGINS
Mexico, Colombia

INTENSITY
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BEAN ORIGINS
Mexico, India, Colombia,
Nicaragua

Fairtrade Certified and Organic Certified.
Powerful and Bold, full bodied with a
caramel finish.
DARK ROAST

INTENSITY
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ARABICA & ROBUSTA
BEAN ORIGINS
Mexico, India

INTENSITY

12

COMING
SOON!

Roast & Return Program available from July 1st 2020
How it works
1. Shop online with Green Barista
2. Consume your tasty, ‘Earth Friendly’ coffee
3. Place your packaging in original box

4. Stick your shipping label on the box
5. Drop off at post office
6. Enjoy the moral high!

ABAP 10091

BEANS & GROUND
PRODUCT

DETAILS

DESCRIPTION

STRENGTH
INTENSITY

Smooth and elegant this
espresso blend has notes of
toffee and lime. This medium
roast has a clean aroma and
is perfectly suited to espresso
style coffee.
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Fairtrade and Organic Certified.

BRIGHTON

A medium-dark roast with
notes of caramel, this creamy
blend is well balanced and
delivers a refreshing espresso,
macchiato, piccolo or latte.

BYRON
1KG BEANS

1KG BEANS
STRENGTH
INTENSITY
4/5

BUNDABERG
STRENGTH
INTENSITY
5/5

Fairtrade and Organic Certified.

BYRON

Smooth and elegant this
espresso blend has notes of
toffee and lime. This medium
roast has a clean aroma and
is perfectly suited to espresso
style coffee.

250gr Beans
or Ground
STRENGTH
INTENSITY

ORIGIN

South & Central
America

PRICE

$48.00 per kilo

PRODUCT

DETAILS

SMOOTH
10 CAPSULES
STRENGTH
INTENSITY
8/12

South America

$48.00 per kilo

STRONG
10 CAPSULES
STRENGTH
INTENSITY

Fairtrade and Organic Certified.

This Signature blend delivers
flavours of dark chocolate and
cinnamon. A bold, full-bodied
flavour and aroma ensures this
coffee is perfect for drinking
black or with milk.

1KG BEANS

COFFEE CAPSULES

10/12

South America &
Asia

$48.00 per kilo

INTENSE
10 CAPSULES
STRENGTH
INTENSITY
12/12

South & Central
America

$15.99 per bag

South America

$15.99 per bag

DESCRIPTION

ORIGIN

PRICE

Smooth and sophisticated on the
palate, this blend embodies
simplicity and sophistication and
a smooth-edged flavour which
carries a cocoa and malt finish.
Created to perfection, this blend
delivers an excellent crema and
aroma perfect for drinking black
or with milk.

Mexico &
Colombia

$5.90

per10pk

This blend is the perfect fusion of
flavours from around the world.
With hints of dark chocolate,
spice and toffee to finish, this
blend is refreshing, yet bold.
A true coffee aroma and
excellent crema this coffee is
perfect for drinking as an
espresso, black or with milk.

Mexico, India,
Colombia,
Nicaragua

$5.90

per10pk

Inspired by the classic espresso
experience, this blend uses the
highest quality Indian Robusta
and Mexican Arabica and is the
most intense coffee in the range.
Powerful and Bold with a
full-bodied flavour, this blend has
a delightful cream and caramel
finish. With an excellent crema
and aroma, it's perfect for
drinking black or with milk.

Mexico & India

$5.90

per10pk

Fairtrade and Organic Certified.
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BRIGHTON
250gr Beans
or Ground
STRENGTH
INTENSITY
4/5

BUNDABERG
250gr Beans
or Ground
STRENGTH
INTENSITY
5/5

A medium-dark roast with
notes of caramel, this creamy
blend is well balanced and
delivers a refreshing espresso,
macchiato, piccolo or latte.
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Fairtrade and Organic Certified.

This Signature blend delivers
flavours of dark chocolate and
cinnamon. A bold, full-bodied
flavour and aroma ensures this
coffee is perfect for drinking
black or with milk.
Fairtrade and Organic Certified.

South America &
Asia

$15.99 per bag
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Contact us
Phone 02 9757 1010
Email mail@completecoffee.com.au

www.greenbarista.com.au
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